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Let 6,: X, +X,,, denote the topological Markov chain arising from a 
possibly infinite zero-one matrix A and let Aut(a,) denote the group of 
uniform equivalences of uA. By definition this is ,the group of 
homeomorphisms c(: X, --f X, which commute with ran and such that both 
c1 and CI-’ are uniformly continuous. This article discusses the connection 
between Aut(a,), the algebraic K-theory functor K2, and automorphisms 
of the Cuntz-Kreiger type C*-algebra [Cu 1, CK] associated with A and 
of its corresponding dimension group Z&(X,). 
The paper is summarized by the commutative diagram 
and the homomorphism 
det: Aut(K,(X,), $A) + f+%,(&)), 
where sA = d(oA). The triangle is obtained under the assumption that A is 
row finite, and det is defined when, in addition, A is finite. The C*-algebra 
AA is essentially the algebra PA of [Cu 1, CK J. The dimension group 
I&(X,) z I&(&,) is defined in a dual way to the Bowen-Franks group of 
transverse measures [BF] (see [CK] also). For any field F the group 
Wh,(F(z)) is defined by the algebraic K-theory exact sequence 
0 + K,(F[z, z-l]) + K,(F(z)) -+ Wh,(F(z)) + 0. 
In concrete terms, there is a standard isomorphism [M] 
Wh,(F(z)) r 0 (FCZ, z ~ l l/p)*, 
fi 
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where +. runs through the prime ideals of the principal ideal domain 
F[z, z-‘1. For example, if ,l is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of a finite 
matrix A, then using fi = (1 -AZ) and F= Q(1) we obtain a 
homomorphism 
1,9~: Aut(a,) -+ Q(n)*. 
In the case of the full Bernoulli n-shift gn, this leads to a surjection 
tin: Aut(o,) - E 
and, when n is prime, an isomorphism Aut(a,) z 7 0 ker 1+5,, where the Z 
factor is generated by O, itself (see Section 3). 
Throughout this paper the basic theory is developed as much as possible 
for a zero-one matrix A on a countable (finite or infinite) state space 9. 
In Section 1 we consider the shift oA : X, + X, for a locally finite matrix 
A, i.e., one which has only finitely many ones in each row and in each 
column. For such matrices X, is locally compact and when the I” norm of 
A is finite we show that the Bowen metric entropy [Bow] of oA is the 
logarithm of the spectral radius of A. This has also been shown recently by 
I. A. Salama [S]. 
The dimension group Z&,(X,) is discussed in Section 2. Its definition 
combines features of [BF, CK]. Just as for finite matrices, we have 
K&Y,) z l& Z[9’] zf G(A) 
A 
when A is row finite. Some examples arising from random walk on a 
discrete group are discussed. 
In Section 3 the homomorphism 
is constructed under the assumption that A is finite. This was first obtained 
in an entirely different manner in [W] using the action of Aut(a,) on the 
space of Markov partitions for gA. In this earlier construction the group 
az, ~-llBa~l 
(I-zA) 
of (2.5) below appeared from an analogy with Reidemeister torsion. 
D. Lind mentioned “dimension groups” in a conversation one day, and 
that eventually lead to the connection with C*-algebras and this paper as a 
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result of trying to understand how the work of Cuntz-Kreiger [Cu 1, CK] 
was related to [W]. 
In Section 4 the aim is to give a self-contained, elementary, and 
functorial presentation of what is essentially the Cuntz-Kreiger theory of 
the C*-algebras gA associated with the dynamical system (X,, Go). For an 
arbitrary row finite zero-one matrix A we discuss a C*-algebra JZ%?~ which 
is the C*-envelope of a locally finite dimensional algebra M, constructed 
explicitly as a limit of certain finite dimensional matrix algebras M(X, k) in 
such a way that, first, there is the commutative diagram (4.1) mentioned 
above and, second, it is easy to directly compute K,(JZ~) z G(A). The 
definition of dA is basically the same as for 9A as given in [CK, p. 2611 
and [Cu 1, p. 281, although we adopt a slight variation to obtain 
functoriality. Lemma 4.15 is the key, and it is hoped that our exposition 
will clarify the Cuntz-Kreiger construction. MA is in general not separable 
even when A is finite, and therefore it is not usually isomorphic to PA. We 
use the notation J$!~ instead of 9’ to reflect this and also to emphasize that 
J@~ is obtained from the matrix algebras M(X, k). However, when A is 
finite, there is a similar construction to get a separable AF C*-algebra 
.XpA isomorphic to &. Corresponding to the one-sided shift there are 
algebras &A’ and .&‘gpA such that if A is finite, then AS,+ has an identity 
and satisfies JZ~‘~ z JJ?~,+ @ X whenever A is aperiodic. All these algebras 
have K, isomorphic to G(A). 
In Section 5 the matrix A is assumed to be finite. When A is aperiodic 
with Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue 1, the algebra JZ9”’ has a unique 
positive semi-finite trace T2 and as in [C] there is the module 
homomorphism mod, : Aut(AgA) + R*,. We show that ~++~(f)-’ = 
mod,(@(f)) for each f E Aut(a,). 
In Section 6 we assume A is row finite and record the computation of 
K,(MA) for the algebra MA which is defined to be the C*-algebra cross 
product of &A and the automorphism S, = @((TV). This is exactly as in 
Proposition 3.1 of [Cu l] for the algebra OA. Functoriality of the construc- 
tion of MA with respect to Aut(o,) follows from that of J%?~. For a 
functorial description of LOA using the flow space, see [Cu 23. 
Finally, in Section 7 we assume A is locally finite and bring in Krieger’s 
notion [K] of a uniformly finite dimensional homeomorphism to discuss 
“symmetric” versions YJN,, YNA, S&(X,), and SG(A) of the above 
constructions. The C*-algebra ,JYA~ is separable and is unital when A is 
finite. There is a commutative triangle 
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and an isomorphism 
SK,(X,) z SG(A) zf G(A')@ G(,4) 
which was proved by Krieger in [K] for A linite and irreducible. We also 
have &(Y&!A)~ S&,(XA). By delinition 9’NA is the C*-algebra cross 
product of Lf’AA by the automorphism SA = @(gA). For example, let A(n) 
be the n x n-matrix of ones corresponding to the full Bernoulli n-shift ran. 
Then y&AC,,) is the C*-envelope of @ jE Z M(n, c) and SA is the standard 
left shift. The formula (7.5) shows s,., =&o~) is the identity on 
Z&,(Y&AcEJ) g Z[ l/n] 8 Z’[ l/n] z Z’[ l/n]. The Pimsner-Voiculescu six- 
term K-theory exact sequence then implies that both &, and JLr of YJV,&~ 
are isomorphic to Z [ l/n]. 
1. COUNTABLE TOPOLOGICAL MARKOV CHAINS 
In this section we present some foundational material on countable 
topological Markov chains arising from a countable (or finite) state space 
9 and a zero-one matrix LI: 9’ x 9 -+ {O, 1 }. In particular, we consider the 
shift spaces (XA, cA) and (WA, c~) which will be used in the rest of this 
paper and show that when A is locally linite with tinite Ia norm, the 
Bowen metrix entropy of cA on XA is given by the logarithm of the spectral 
radius of A. 
The space XA is delined as usual to be the space of all sequences 
x( . . . . xi3 xi+l9 ...J 
of states xi E Y for -cc <i-c cc satisfying ,4(xi, xi+ i) = 1. The shift 
operator Go: XA + XA will be delined by Gus =xi+ r. Thus we shift to 
the lefr. The metric d on XA is given by d(x, y) = 0 for x = y and 
whenever x # y and k 2 0 is the least integer such that xk # yk or 
xpk # y-k (see [HI). This makes XA into a complete metric space on 
which both oA and cri’ are uniformly continuous. Another standard metric 
for XA takes the distance between two points x and y to be 
where LS(.s, 1) = 1 if s # l and zero otherwise. These two metrics are 
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equivalent in that the identity in both directions is uniformly continuous. 
There is also the one-sided shift space Xi consisting of all sequences 
x = (x0, x,, . ..) 
of states with A(xi, xi+ i) = 1 for i > 0. It is complete with respect to the 
metric d(x, y) = l/l + k and CJ~ is uniformly continuous. 
The following result characterizes uniformly continuous shift commuting 
maps. It generalizes the classic result [H] of Curtis-Hedlund-Lyndon 
when 9’ is finite. Let (XA, Q) and (XB, gB) be two subshifts on state 
spaces 9 and Y corresponding to the matrices A and B, respectively. Let 
9; denote the subset of 9’” consisting of those n-tuples (x1, . . . . x,,) with 
A(xi, xi+ ,) = 1 for 1 <i< n - 1. Let /r: 9; + Y be a map of sets such that 
if (x,, . . . . xnJ and (Y,, . . . . y,,) in 9’; satisfy xi = yip i for 2 <i< n, then 
W4.x~ > . . . . x,,), 4~1, . . . . y,,)) = 1. Construct a shift commuting uniformly 
continuous block map 
hz:X/f+Xjj 
in the usual way be letting 
h~,(~~)i=h(xj,-~,+,,...,xi+~~,) 
for -a <i<c0. 
LEMMA 1.1. Each uniformly continuous shift commuting map f: 
(XA, oA) + (XB, ~7~) is of the form 
for some block map hW and some integer I. 
The proof is essentially verbatim as in Theorem 3.4 of [HI. One simply 
observes that the required properties of the sets I’; at the bottom of 
page 324 follow from uniform continuity ofJ 
LEMMA 1.2. Each un$ormly continuous sh$t commuting map f: 
W,ZV ~:J+v-:, 02 ) is of the form f = hz for some block map hm, 
As above the required properties of Vi follow from uniform continuity. 
The term “central (2m + 1) block of x” is replaced by the term “(m + l)- 
block of x,” i.e., [x0, . . . . x~]. For simplicity, let Us = ~2 and gB = r~;. Then 
for each x E XA we have f (x)O = hm(x)O and for n > 0 we have 
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We now introduce a new space WA by retopologizing XA. For each 
k E Z, let 
WS(x,k)={yE&[yi=xi,i>k}, 
WU(x, k)= {y&&i yi =xi, Sk}. 
As in [BF, CK], let the stable and unstable sets of x be defined respec- 
tively by 
WS(x) = u WS(x, k), 
k 
WU(x) = u WU(x, k). 
k 
Thus XA is the disjoint union of various WU(x), although distinct points 
can have the same WU(x). In the topology on WU(x) induced from XA a set 
is open iff its intersection with each W’(x, k) is open. Then let WA be X,d as 
a set but declare an open set of WA to be a subset of XA whose intersection 
with each W’(x) is open. 
LEMMA 1.3. Any un$ormly continuous map f: (XA, CT~) + (XB, crB) 
induces a continuous map f: ( WB, oB) + ( WB, oB). 
ProojI First observe that from (1.1) there are integers a and b 
(depending on f) such that 
f(Wx,k))= W'(f(x),k+a), 
f(WW> k))= W'(f(x)> k+b). 
(1.4) 
Just choose a = -1 and b = 1 -n - 1 where f = otim. Since the sets 
W’(x, k) for k + co form a system of fundamental neighborhoods for x in 
WA, (1.4) shows f is continuous. 
We say that the matrix A is rowfinite (resp. column finite) provided each 
row (resp. each column) has at most finitely many non-zero entries. Then 
A is said to be locally finite provided it is both row and column linite. Each 
of these classes of matrices are closed under addition and multiplication. 
LEMMA 1.5. (a) XA is locally compact zff A is locally finite. 
(b) WA and Xi are locally compact lff A is row finite. 
Remark. Of course, XA and Xi are compact when A is finite. 
Proof of (1.5). We show (a); part (b) is essentially the lirst part of the 
proof of (a). We can assume that each row and each column has at least 
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one non-zero entry; for by deleting any row or column which is entirely 
zero, we obtain a matrix with the same XA and which is locally finite iff A 
is locally finite. 
First we show that ,4 is locally tinite whenever XA is locally compact. 
Suppose to the contrary that A is not locaily finite. Then either some row 
or some column has infinitely many ones. Suppose it is a row 
corresponding to s E 9. Then there is an intinite sequence of distinct states 
{rr, fz, t3, . ..I in S such tha t A(s, ti) = 1. Since each row and each column 
of A has at least one non-zero element we can construct a sequence of 
points {z(l), z(2), . ..} in XA so that z(&, = tj. Then d(z(i), z(j)) 2 1 so there 
is no convergent subsequence. The argument is similar when a column has 
infinitely many ones. 
Now we show that XA is locally compact whenever ,4 is locally finite. It 
will be sufficient to show that for any state s G Y and any sequence 
of points p = p(n) with p,, = s that there is a convergent subsequence. We 
can assume the number of distinct points in P0 is intinite; for otherwise 
there would already be a convergent subsequence. Let s0 = s. By 
assumption p0 =.rO for each p E PO. Since each row has at most tinitely 
many ones there are only tinitely many t E 9 satisfying ,4(s0, t) = 1. Hence 
there is an sr E 9 such that p, = sr for infinitely many p E PO. In particular, 
there is a subsequence P, of P,, so that for each p E P, we have p. = s0 and 
pl =,sr. We can assume as above that the number of distinct points in P, is 
infinite. There are only finitely many states t so that A(.sr, t) = 1. Hence 
there is an sz E S with p2 = sz for infinitely many p E P,. Let P2 be a sub- 
sequence of P, such that P2 has infinitely many distinct pints and pi = si for 
0 < i < 2 for each p E PI. Continue this procedure to construct a sequence 
i so, Sl, $2, . . . j 1 of states and a nested sequence of subsequences 
such that if p E Pn then pl = sj for 0 <i < n. By choosing one point from 
each P,, we obtain a subsequence 
of PO such that q(n)i = si for 0 < i < n. Now using the hypothesis that each 
column has only finitely many ones we can invoke a similar argument to 
obtain a sequence {s-, , se2, ,.. J of states and a subsequence 
of Q such that r(n)i =si for -n < i < n. By construction we have 
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A(si, si+ i) = 1 for ic,Z, so let ZEX~ be delined by zi =.ri. Then 
lb + m r(n) = z. This completes the proof of (1.5). 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume A is row finite. Then a set E in WA or in Xi is 
compact and open $f it can be written as a disjoint union: 
E= fi W”(x’, k). 
LX=1 
Proof We give the proof for WA. The one for Xi is similar. Clearly 
such disjoint unions are compact and open because each W”(x, k) is com- 
pact from (1.5). Conversely any open set E is the union of neighborhoods 
of the form WU(x, k) for various x E E and various integers k. Since E is 
compact this union can be taken as tinite: 
E= fi WU(xa, ka). 
Lx=1 
Any two unstable sets WU(x, k) and W’(y, 1) are either disjoint or satisfy 
WU(x, k) c WU(y, Z) or WU(y, Z) c WU(x, k). Hence the above union can be 
a disjoint one. Finally, observe that WU(x, k) is the disjoint union 
W’(x, k) = u W’( yp, k + 1 ), 
D 
where the points y @ in W’(x, k) are a finite collection such that 
A(x~, Y$+~) = 1. By changing the xX and letting k=max{k=} we get the 
desired conclusion of (1.6). 
Now we consider the Bowen metric entropy [Bow] of Ok. As usual 
detine the 1 m norm of A to be 
If 11 AlI < co, let p(A) denote the spectral radius of A as a bounded operator 
on Za (see [TL]). We let h(A) denote the entropy of cA on XA or Xi as 
the context dictates. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Assume A is locally finite and 11 A 11 c a. Then 
h(A)< a on XA and 
h(A) = log p(A). 
If A is row finite and i/Al/ < a, then the same formula holds on Xi. 
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ProoJ If xgXA and m 2 0, let K(x, m) denote the compact set con- 
sisting of those points ,VE XA such that xi = yi for li[ <m. If SE 9 and 
n > 1, we let /?(.r, n) denote the number of (n + 1) blocks starting at s, i.e., 
the set of (n + 1)-tuples [so, s,, . . . . ~~1 such that q, = s and there is a point 
x~~~withxi=~iforO~i~~.If.~,r~~andm~~let~(~,~;m,~)bethe 
number of (n - m + 1 )-blocks starting at s and ending in ?, i.e., the set of 
(n -m + 1 )-tuples [.Y~, sm + i, . . . . ~~1 such that sm = s, sn = t, and there is 
some x E XA with xj = sL for m < z’< n. Both /?(.r, n) and b(.r, f; m, n) are 
tinite because ,4 is locally finite. 
We shall prove /r(A) = log p(A) on XA. The argument for Xi is essen- 
tially the same. 
Szep I. /r(A) = supA {lim supn (l/n) log j?(q n)}. 
We use the notation of [Bow]. Since XA is locally compact we have 
where m> 1 and XEX~. To compute /zJK(x, m)), let K= K(x, m) and 
s = l/(3 + m). Direct computation from the definition shows that 
where s = xM. Hence 
F(s, K) = lim sup i log /?(s, n) d~r g(s) 
,I 
which shows that hd(K(x, m)) 2 g(.s). On the other hand, let 12 m + 1 and 
let Tc 9’ be the linite set of states f such that y, = f for some y E K. Direct 
computation shows that for n 2 1 and E = l/(3 + Z) we have 
where f,, E T satisties p(rO, n) = max, fi(& n). It follows that 
7(~,K)<limsup~logjI(~~,~)=g(~~). 
” 
Hence hJK(x, m)) = sups g(.s) where s runs through those states such that 
for some JJ E K(x, m) and some i 2 m we have yi = 3. 
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Step II. Let ,4” = (aJn)) denote the nth power of ,4 and let u(q n) = 
x, as,(n) >O. Observe that u(.Y, n) =j?(.s, n). From the spectral radius 
theorem [TL] we then see that 
log p(A) = log{1 im sup (sup a(~, n))‘ln} 
” n 
= lim sup i log{ sup /?(s, n)}. 
n s 
Let the expression for /z(A) in Step I be denoted by E and let last 
expression for log p(A) above be denoted by F. The proof of 
Proposition 1.7 is completed by observing that F < co implies E < co and in 
that case E = F. The argument for this is straightforward and elementary. 
For completeness, it is presented below. 
First we show E c co. For suppose not. Then given K > 0 there is an 
s E 9 such that lim supn (l/n) log /?(q n) > K+ 1. That is, there is some 
s E 9’ such that for each n there is an 12 n with (l/l) log /?(s, l) > K. But 
then clearly F> K. 
Now we show E = FI 
Computation of E 
(1) For each s we have 
lim sup A log /?(q n) < E. 
” 
That is, for s > 0 there is an A4 = M(s, s) such that for a 2 A4 we have 
sup + log /I@, l) < E + E. 
Ian 
(2) Moreover, given s> 0 there is an s=s,, with 
E-s<limsup~log/I(.q,,~)<E. 
n 
That is, there is an A4’ = M’(q,, s) such that for n 2 A4’ we have 
E-e<sup;log/?(q,J)<E+s. 
Ian 
Computation of F 
(3) For each .s > 0 there is an N = N(s) such that for n 2 N we have 
F<sup;log{supfl(sJ)}<F+s. 
/an s 
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A straightforward argument shows that this is equivalent to 





for some s0 and for n 2 max{ M’, iv}. Hence E < F. Also we see from (1) 
and (3) that there is some s, such that we have 
F-s<sup;log~(Q)<E+~ 
l>n 
for n 2 max{M, Nj. Hence F= E. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1.7 for XA. 
2. THE DIMENSION GROUP 
In this section we first discuss the dimension group &(XA) of a roil 
finite matrix A in terms of the space WA. Then we relate this to the dimen- 
sion group G(A) as it appears in the theory of AF algebras [E]. Our 
approach comes directly from [BF, CK], where A is fmite, and combines 
features of both. There is also the dual dimension group K”(XA; %?) which 
is just the Bowen-Franks group JY’(Z~, %) when A is linite. There is a 
similar theory for the one-sided shifts Xi and in fact Ko(Xi) turns out to 
be isomorphic to Ko(XA). We conclude this section with some examples. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The dimension group Ko(XA) of (XA, Go) is the free 
abelian group generated by compact open sets E of WA modulo the follow- 
ing relations: 
(a) E= E, + Ez + ... + En when E is the disjoint union of compact 
open sets El, . . . . E,,. 
(b) E= F whenever there is a homeomorphism g: E + F such that 
for some k E Z we have g(x) e W’(x, k) for all x G E. 
Let A, B, and C be row&rite zero-one matrices, and let f: XA -+ XB and 
g: XB + Xc. be uniformly continuous shift commuting homeomorphisms. 
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LEMMA 2,2. The correspondence E + f(E) induces a homomorphism 
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf f -’ is also un$ormly continuous, then d(f) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof of 2.2. The correspondence E + f(E) clearly preserves relation 
(a) of (2.1). Let g: E + F be as in (b). Let y E f(E) and consider fd- ‘: 
f(E)-+f(F). Then g(f-‘(y))~W(f~‘(y),k) and from (1.4) we have 
{fe$-‘(y))) E W( y, k + a). Hence (b) is preserved. Naturality of 4 is 
Now as in Theorem 3.2 of [CK] and Theorem 2.1 of [BF] we relate 
Z&(XA) to the dimension group G(.4) arising in the theory of C *-algebras 
[El. Let 77[9] be the free abelian group with basis US for s E 9. Let ,4 be 
any integral row finite matrix ,4: 9’~ 9’+ z. The matrix A determines a 
linear transformation 
by the correspondence 
In other words, we adopt the convention that A determines a linear trans- 
formation by the left multiplication correspondence u -P uA for u e z[9’]. 
As in the case when A is linite [El, we deline G(A) by the direct limit 
G(A) = l&~ 7?[9’]. (2.4) 
A 
There is a canonical identilication 
where (Z@Z-z@A) denotes the image of Z@Z-z@A as an 
endomorphism of free the z[z, z-‘]-module z[z, z-‘1 @z[Y]. In par- 
ticular G(A) is a z[z, z- ‘]-module. It will often be convenient to denote 
Z@ Z- z @ A by Z- zA. Observe that we also have 
(2.5 + ) 
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If A and B are two integral row linite matrices and C is a third such that 
AC= CB, then there is the standard homomorphism 
of direct limits. In terms of (2.5) this is detined by 
for p(z) E Z[z, z-l] and UE Z[9’]. Clearly #c is a homomorphism of 
Z[z, z-‘]-modules. 
Suppose we have a particular shift equivalence between A and B given 
by integral row finite matrices P and Q such that 
AP= PB, QA=BQ 
PQ = Ak, QP= Bk 
(2.7) 
of Z[z,z -‘]-modules. This is because dP 04~ = 4Ak = 4: is an 
isomorphism of G(A) since dA is identified with multiplication by z-r on 
G(A). Similarly for tiQ 04~. This will be useful for computations. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. There is an isomorphism 
Juch that wA .&o~)=z-’ .u~ =#A .wA. 
ProojI This is the dual version of Theorem 2.1 of [BF]. We will detine 
mA together with pA: G(A)++ &(XA) so that the composition is the 
identity in both directions. 
Construction of mA : For the set wU(x, k) with xk = s define 
co,J W’(x, k)) = zkUs. (11 
Then aA( fV”(x, k)) =mA( lV’(y, Z)) whenever k= 1 and xk = y,. By (1.5) 
write the compact open set E as a disjoint union 
E= fi W”(x=, k). 
x=1 
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Define 
We must show that this is well defined and respects relations (a) and (b). 
Consider the special case of the disjoint union 
W’(x, k) = (j W’(x’, k + l), 
ct 
where x; = xi for Z < k and the xa comprise the set of points in P(x, k) 
such that A(x~, xi + r ) = 1. Let s = x~. The left-hand side goes to zkUs under 
uA and the right-hand side goes to ‘&s,,Jz I zk+ ’ Ut. Thus their images are 
the same modulo (Z- zA). By induction from (2) it follows that aA gives 
the same values mod (Z- z-4 ) on both sides of 
W‘(x, k) = u W’(xa, k + p) 
a 
(3) 
for p 2 1 where xa runs through the set of points x’ such that x; = xi for 
i < k. 
Consider two representations of E as a disjoint union 
U W’(x’, k) = u W”(yfl, l). 
a b 
Since Ed,,, is well detined in (3) we can assume k = I without changing the 
value of mA on either side. Observe that P’(x, q) n JV(y, q) is non-empty 
iff xi = yi for i < q and in this case lV(x, q) = W(y, q). Hence for each xa 
there is exactly one yp with IV’(xa, k) = fVU(yP, k); so the value of mA 
is the same on both sides. Note that this also implies (a) is preserved 
under mA. 
Now let g: E + F be as in (b) with g(x) E IV(x, k) for x E E. Write E and 
F as disjoint unions 
Without altering mA(F) we can choose q 2 k. Since the yP are distinct there 
is an 1~ k so that for /? # y the blocks of yb and yY determined by the inter- 
val [Z, q] differ. By continuity of g we can choose ZJ 2 q large enough SO 
that for x, x’ E FV(x, p) the blocks of g(x) and g(x’) determined by [Z, q] 
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are the same. Since g is a homeomorphism of E onto F each W’(Y~, q) is 
the disjoint union 
for p large enough. To linish the proof it s&ices to show 
Since p, q 2 k we have 
and in particular g(.xZ)P =x;. Hence (4) holds modulo (Z- zA). 
Construction of pA: For each element zkUA choose a point x in XA 
with .xk = s. Then let 
This is independent of the choice of x because of relation (b). To see this let 
y be another such choice. Detine g: W”(x, k) + W(y, k) by 
Then g(o)e W(V, k) for all 0~ W(x, k) and (b) applies. Now consider the 
element 
Under ,u,, this goes to Ux W”(x’, k+ 1) as in (2); so (a) applies to show pA 
sends (I- ZA ) to zero in Ko( XA). 
It is clear from (1) and (5) that the compositions mApA and P~w,~ are 
the identity. The property mA #(oA) = z ~ ‘mA is also clear from ( 1) and (5 ). 
This completes the proof of (2.8). 
Let Z[s] + denote the set of elements in Z’[sJ with non-negative coef- 
ficients and let G(A)+ denote the subset of G(A) additively generated by 0 
and by the image in G(A) of Z [s] + from each copy of Z [s] in the direct 
system. This makes G(A) into an ordered group equipped with an order 
isomorphism 4A (see [E, p. 151). Let Ko(X,d)+ denote the set of elements 
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in KO(XA) generated under addition by 0 and by the compact, open subsets 
E of WA. The proof of (2.8) shows that 
Consequently, we have 
COROLLARY 2.9. The triples XA = (&,(XA), KO(XA)+, 4(0~)) und 
%A = (G(A), G(A)+, d4) are isomorphic. In particular XA is an ordered 
group provided with the automorphism #(ok). 
If $ (XA, cA) + (XB, Go) is a uniform equivalence, i.e., f is a uniformly 
continuous shift commuting homeomorphism with uniformly continuous 
inverse, then b(f)(KO(XA) + ) = &,(XB) + . 
COROLLARY 2.10. The triple XA is an invariant of unform equivalence. 
Next, we discuss what happens for a row Imite non-negative integral 
matrix A. Let 9” = {(s, p, t) 1 1 <p < A(.s, t)}, and let 
if tl=s2 
otherwise. 
Then ,4’ is also row linite and the edge shift [F] corresponding to A is just 
(XAs, cr.,+). Deline P: Z[Y] + Z[Y’] by 
if u=s 
otherwise 
and define Q: Z[9”] + Z[Y’] by 
if t=a 
Q~~.h P7 t), a)= > otherwise. 
Both P and Q are row linite, and A = PQ and B = QP. Thus there is an 
isomorphism 
compatible with d(eA,) and z-l. 
If A is already a zero-one matrix then A’ #A. But these two approaches 
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are compatible in the sense that there is a canonical uniformly continuous 
homomorphism j XA + XA, which produces a commutative diagram 
&(~A) T KA~A,l 
C’JA 
I I (2.12) 
G(A) T (X4’) 
To see this, note that the state space 9’ of A’ is given by 
Y’ = { (3, f) 1 A(s, l) = 1 }. Let P and Q be as above. These matrices give rise 
to j! XA -+ XAS as in [Wi] and in this simple case one computes easily that 
f(-Kli = b,> x,+ 1 ) for x E XA is the required map. 
A Product Formula 
Let A and B be row finite zero-one matrices on state spaces 9 and F, 
respectively. Then C = A @ B is a row finite zero-one matrix on Y x F and 
is characterized by 
U(Jl, l,J, cs2, f2)) = 13 iff A(s~, Jo) B(f,, f?)= 1. 
It follows that under the natural identification of (Xc, crc) with (XA x XB, 
cA x gB) there is a canonical identification 
where z = x x y, and consequently there is a natural identification. 
t WC, or) g (WA x w& CA x GLl). 
It is straightforward to check that the correspondence EQ F-+ E x F 
induces a homomorphism 
which is natural with respect to shift commuting automorphismsf of oA, g 
cd OB? and the corresponding f x g of ran.. Moreover, one checks that there 
is a commutative diagram 
The bottom homomorphism is the canonical isomorphism coming from the 
fact that direct limits compute with tensor products. Moreover, it is an 
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isomorphism of Z[z, z ~ ‘]-modules where G(A) Bz G(B) has the diagonal 
action. Hence (2.13) is also an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2.15. Under the identlyication 
the automorphism d(aA x lB) corresponds to q5,., @ lB. 
The Dual Dimension Group 
When ,4 is linite, Bowen-Franks [BF] defme the group A”(ZA, %?) of 
transverse measures with coeflicients in an abelian group ‘%. If .4 is row 
finite, the definition carries over verbatim if “s-set” is replaced by “com- 
pact-open subset of WA.” We call the resulting group the duul dimension 
group with coefficients in %? and denote it by P(XA; %‘). It is immediate 
that 
PVA; W = ~~~z~Kd~A~, W. (2.16) 
This a contravariant functor of uniformly continuous shift commuting 
homeomorphisms. 
Similarly, let 
G*(A; %‘) =&n GPy 
= !i+ Hom(Z[Y], %?) (2.17) 
= Homz(G(A), 59). 
Here we use the convention that ,4 determines a linear transformation 
A:9F-+WY by the right multiplication correspondence u + Au for u E %?‘. 
This makes sense because A is row linite. From (2.8) we have the 
Bowen-Franks isomorphism 
(2.18) 
Some Examples: Topologicul Random Walk on a Group 
In [KV] there is a good discussion and survey of random walk on a 
countable discrete group Z$ arising from a probability measure. The 
topological version goes as follows. 
Let p = ,Zp,, . h E Z[EZ] be an element,of the integral group ring such that 
each ph = 0, 1. We also view p as a function g: H + {O, 11 which is finitury 
in the sense that p(h) = 1 for only linitely many h E H. Compare [KV]. Let 
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9 = H and deline the matrix ,4P by the formula AP(g, /z) =p(g-i/z). 
Clearly ,4J/cg, Uz) = ,4&g, /z). Moreover, AP is locally linite because p is 
linitary. As a homomorphism from Z[H] to itself, ,4P is just right mul- 
tiplication by p in the group ring structure and is therefore also a 
homomorphism of Z[H] as a left Z[ HI-module. In particular the dimen- 
sion group is a left Z[H]-module and it is given by 
G(/tJ=la .Z[H]. (2.19) 
1, 
Multiplication by /r E H on G(,4P) preserves the order structure. The group 
H acts on the shift space XV for ,4P by the formula (/z.~)~ = hxk for 
.Y = {x~} c X/, and h E H. Examination of the proof of (2.8) shows that this 
action goes over to left multiplication by H on G(AP). 
If the matrix A has exactly N ones in each row, then each row sum of Ak 
is Nk. It follows from (1.7) that 
(2.20) 
As an example, let H = Z be the intinite cyclic group generated by f. 
Then Z[ H] is identilied with the Laurent polynomial ring Z[f, rP ‘1. Let 
~(r)=~~=U~,fi~Z[r, r-l]. Since Z[r, I-‘] is an integral domain we con- 
clude from (2.19) that G(Ap) is isomorphic to the ring of rational functions 
p(t)/p(f)’ where p(f) E Z[t, f-‘1 and n > 0. The Z[z, z-‘]-module structure 
on G(Ap) coming from the action of the shift on XV is 
p(t) p(t) 
yqji=&jx 
Moreover, the positive elements G(Ap)+ are identified with the quotients 
p(t)/p( l)’ where p(t) > 0, i.e., all coeficients of p(f) are non-negative. A 
special case is simple random walk on the line corresponding to 
p(f)=z+f-‘. The matrix A is A(z’,j)=l iff ii-j/=1 for i,jeZ. Also 
h(A) = log 2 by (2.20). 
Defme a restless matrix A to be one where A(s, 3) = 0 for all states 3 e P’. 
Thus an infmite trip through the graph corresponding to a restless matrix 
cannot remain at a given vertex .s E 9. It must always move on to another 
one. For Y = Z and A = Ap the restless matrices are those for which p0 = 0. 
Let p(f) =zFzO pjti as above and let M+ =max{b, 0} and MP = 
minia, O}. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Zf 9’= Z and Ap is restless, then G(Ap) is a free 
Z[z, z-l]-module of rank M+ -IV . 
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ProojI We give the proof for Oca< b. The other cases a< b-c0 and 
a c 0 c b are similar. When 0 c a < b we have iK = 0 and h4+ = b. We will 
show G(,4P) is the free Z[z, z-l] module with basis U,, . . . . Ub where the 
Uk for kEZ form a basis for Z[Y]. The Z[z,z-l]-module G(A,,) is 
generated by the Uk with defining relations 
An induction argument shows U,, . . . . Ub generates. For example, 
and 
b-l 
U bil=z -‘u- 1 piui+,. 
i=u 
Now suppose there is a relation 
i= 1 k=r 1 ,=a / 
in Z[9’]. We must show ui = 0 for j = 1, . . . . b. This follows if we can show 
ak = 0 for k = r, . . . . x The coefficient of Ur on the right-hand side is ar. This 
is zero if r < 0. Similarly the coefficient of Us+ b on the right-hand side is 
-a,yzpb. This is zero if s>O. Hence as=0 if s>O. 
In (2.21) it is not hard to show that the set { uk 1 M- + a 6 
k<M+ +a, k#a} is a basis of G(,4P) for aEZ. For example, 
{ uo, ..., u&, } is a basis whenever 0 c a < b, 
Observe from (2.20) and (2.21) that there are many restless ,4P with dif- 
ferent entropy /z(AP) but with G(LI~) of the same rank. And vice versa. For 
example, let An correspond to p(r) = rm + P+ ’ for n > 1. Then h(A,,) = 2 and 
G(An) has rank n + 1, Note, however, that if we forget about the Z[z, z- ‘I- 
module structure, then the ordered groups (G(A”), G(An)+) are all 
isomorphic! To see this note that multiplication by t is an isomorphism of 
(Z[f, r-l], Z[r, r-i] +) to itself and now look at the ladder 
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Another example is to take p = t’+ t3 + t4. Then /r(A,,) =log 3 and 
G(AJ is the free Z[z, z -‘]-module on four generators. From above we 
know G(A3) is also of rank 4 but that /z(A~) = log 2. These examples raise 
the following general question: 
To what extent does the triple 9A = (G(A), G(A) + , dA) deter- 
mine /z(A) when A is inlinite and row linite with IiA 11 < co? (2.22) 
In case ,4 is a linite matrix, !z(,4) is determined by the pair (G(A), d,d) 
or equivalently by the Z[z, z - ‘]-module G(A). This is because 
/z(A) = log p(A) where Q(A) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of A. But 
by putting ,4 in Jordan canonical form, one sees the decomposition of the 
vector space G(A ) @ UZ as a torsion UZ [z, z ~ ‘I-moule into a direct sum of 
cyclic submodules must include a summand with minimal polynomial 
having p(A) as a root (cf. Section 3). 
The dual question to (2.22) asks to what extent 1z(,4) = log p(A) can be 
obtained from the triple ??z= (G*(A), G*(A)+, 4:) equipped with an 
order isomorphism 42 where 
G*(A) = b Ry, 
A 
G*(A)+ =@ R$ 
A 
Here lR+ is the non-negative real numbers. Incidentally, we ask whether 
the triple $9; is an ordered group in the sense of Section 3 of [E]? Proper- 
ties (1) (3) and (4) on p. 15 of [E] are valid for any ,4. When does (2) 
hold? 
The Dimension Group for the One-Sided Shift 
For the one-sided shift (XT, 02) associated with a row linite matrix A, 
one can deline the dimension group &,(X2 ) as in (2.1) using compact open 
sets Ec.Yi. The construction is functorial as in (2.2) and there is an 
isomorphism 
as in (2.8). Since 0: : XT + Xz is not a homeomorphism, (2.23) is not a 
priori an isomorphism of Z[z, z ~ ‘]-modules. The group G(A) is the same 
one as in (2.4). Similarly, one has the dual group p(Xi ; %Y). 
The difference between (XA, Go) and (Xi, 02 ) will show up in Section 4 
in the corresponding C*-algebras *&PA and &Yi for A linite. Both M.YA 
and .,&‘Yi will have the same KO; namely, G(A). But 49: will have an 
identity element, whereas in many cases we will have u&q4 z U+%‘.!?‘i @X. 
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3. THE K2 INVARIANT 
Throughout this sectin A will always be a fi&e zeroone matrix. In 
particular, we assume the state space 9’ is tinite. We will construct a 
homomorphism 
$/i : AuttoAl+ ~~D’~~~h 
where for any field F we have 
The sum is taken over prime polynomials fi in F[z, z-l]. Aut(oA) denotes 
the group of homeomorphisms of XA commuting with c~. It is a standard 
result in algebraic K-theory [M] that there is an exact sequence 
O+ Kz(F[z, z-l]) + Kz(F(z)) 2 @ (F[z, z-‘I/+,)* -+O. 
fi 
However, we will work directly with the definition of Wh*(F(z)) given 
above and no knowledge of the K2 functor will actually be required of the 
reader. 
Let j9’[= n and let G(A; F) = G(A) @ F= l& Fn. Then G(,4; F) is finite 
dimensional over F, because we can choose an integer m > 0 large enough 
so that ,4: Am(F”) + Am+‘(FR) is an isomorphism and then G(A; F) g 
Am(Fn) c F”. Therefore we have 
LEMMA 3.1. G(A; F) is a finitely generated torsion module over the 
princ@al ideal domain F[z, z-l]. 
If j. c F[z, zP ‘1 i a prime ideal, let Ffi denote the field F[z, zP’]/fi. If M 
is a torsion module over F[z, z-i], let M(j) denote the b-primary part of 
M, i.e., those elements killed by powers hr. Then M naturally decomposes 
as a direct sum 
Mz @ l&h). 
# 
Each M(/z.) is filtered as 
such that brM(#)/+‘+ ‘M(b) is a vector space over Ft. Any automorphism 
a of M as an F[z, z-l]-module takes each M(b) to itself and respects the 
filtration. Let 
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and 
From Section 2 we have a homomorphism 
and we can therefore deline 
$dal= W~~~~~. (3.2) 
The identilication (2.5) together with Cramer’s Rule as expressed by 
Proposition 6.6 of [B; IX, Section 61 shows that the prime factors of 
G(A; F) can only be those involving prime polynomials b which divide 
det(Z- zA). Hence we have 
LEMMA 3.3. The image of $A is contained in the finite sum afi F; where 
/Z runs through those prime polynomials b which divide det(Z-zA). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be the n x n matrix of all ones so that gA = cn is the 
full Bernoulli n-shift. Let F= Q. Then using (2.11) we get a homomorphism 
+,,:Aut(r~~)+Q[t, tpI]/(1 -nt)zQ*. 
Moreover, there is an integrality condition, because d(f) induces an 
automorphism of the abelian group G(A) = Z[ l/n] which commutes with 
multiplication by n. Hence +(f) is given by multiplication by a unit in 
Z[ l/n], and since #(f) preserves the order structure of G(A) this unit must 
be positive. Consequently, 
(3.4) 
We will show in (3.7) that this is an equality, 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose A is aperiodic, i.e., Am > 0 for some m 2 1 . Let 
A> 0 be the Perron-Frobenius maximal eigenvalue for A. It is a simple 
root of c~(z), and consequently 
GCA; QC~lYCl- 2~1 (W; Q(A)) 2 Q(A) (35) 
with multiplication by z on the left-hand side corresponding to mul- 
tiplication by 1-i on the right-hand side. Here Q(A) denotes the Iield 
obtained by adjoining A to Q. Under this identification d(f) becomes an 
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automorphism of the additive abelian group structure on the held Q(1) 
commuting with multiplication by 2. Such an automorphism must be 
obtained by multiplication by some non-zero element of the held Q(J). 
Thus we obtain a homomorphism 
$2 : iWgA I-+ Q(A)*. 
This generalizes Example 1 where ,l= n and therefore Q(k)* = Q*. 
(3.6) 
EXAMPLE 3. Let n > 0 and let P,, denote the group of positive units in 
Z[ l/~] *. Let n = ~7’ .p;z . . . . .pF be the prime factorization of K Then P,, is 
the free abelian group of rank r multiplicatively generated by the primes 
PI, . . . . Pr. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. There is a subgroup of Aut(o”) isomorphic to Zr which 
maps isomorphically onto P,, by I),,. 
ProojI Let n = pq be any factorization of n. Then (Xn, ran) g (XP x Xq, 
rrP x ran) and by the product formula (2.15) we have $,JoP x lq) =p~ P,,. 
Thus $n maps Aut(o,,) onto P” and the correspondence pi -+ 1 x cP, x 1 
gives a cross section. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Zf n is prime, then there is an isomorphism 
Aut( g,,) z Z @ ker $“. 
The structure and the properties of Aut(on) remain one of the out- 
standing questions in symbolic dynamics. The basic conjecture due to 
Curtis-Hedlund-Lyndon-Rhodes is that for n= 2 the group Aut(uZ) is 
generated by oZ and by elements of fmite order. For any n > 0 we ask 
Is ker $,, generated by elements of linite order? (3.9) 
4. THE ALGEBRA A,, FOR (XA, aA) 
Let ,4 be a row finite zero-one matrix. In this section we give a functorial 
construction of an M’ C*-algebra MA with stationary dimension group 
&(JZ~)~K,,(X~)~ G(,4). The term “functorial” means that &A will be 
obtained in such a way that there is a commutative diagram 
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of homomorphisms where @ is injective. Here Aut(cA) denotes the 
uniformly continuous homeomorphisms of XA to itself which commute 
with g.., and which have uniformly continuous inverses. Aut(dflA) denotes 
the group of C*-algebra automorphisms of s&‘A. 
In general Jz’~ will not be separable but will be ,4F in that there will be a 
collection of finite dimensional subalgebras such that the closure of their 
union is JIA. Non-separability is the price to pay to get the construction in 
this generality with no special conditions on A such as in [Cu 1] and to 
get the functorial properties of (4.1). When A is finite there is a canonical 
variation of the construction which does produce a separable J$‘$)~ with 
(4.1) such that @ is injective when the periodic points are dense (Section 5). 
It will be clear from the construction of %.dA that corresponding to the 
one-sided shift 02 : X: -+ Xi there is a similar AF C*-algebra cfli with 
&(&&,I ) z I&,(X: ) g G(A) and with a commutative diagram 
When A is finite we construct a separable AF algebra 49’2 with identity 
such that J%‘P~ z &?9: 8 X when, for example, A is aperiodic (see 
Section 5). 
Let C,,( WA) we denote the algebra of continuous C-valued functions on 
WA vanishing at intinity, and let CA be the dense subalgebra generated by 
the characteristic functions PE of compact open sets E in WA. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A homeomorphism !x: W,,, + W,4 is an s-homeo- 
morphism provided a has compact support and there is a k E Z such that 
a(x) E W(x, k) 
for all x E WA. 
Let G.; denote the group of all s-homeomorphisms of WA and let Gi 




Any homeomorphism a: WA + WA acts on YE CO( WA) by the usual 
formula 
cx.f=,fia-'. 
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This gives an action 
and we deline FA to be the algebraic cross product of CA and G>. An 
element of FA is represented uniquely by a linite sum Ei piaj for pi E CA and 
ai E G; . Multiplication is characterized by 
pa ‘3 vp = p( a . v) a/l. 
Let ZA c FA be the ideal generated by the relation 
UPE = fiPE 
whenever a, fl E G; satisfy u 1 E = p 1 E for some compact open subset E of 
WA. Finally, let 
LEMMA 4.3. MA is the direct limit of a collection of finite dimensional 
subalgebras, 
For the proof, see (4.14) below. As stated, (4.3) is more or less a stan- 
dard result because G; is the union of finite subgroups. The point is that 
we will write MA explicitly as a direct limit of certain t-mite dimensional 
matrix algebras M(X, k) so that (4.1) holds and so that the computation 
&(MA) = G(A) is easy. 
Consequently, we can deline the AF algebra 
&A = C*-algebra envelope of MA. (4.4) 
Let f~ (XA, Ok) + (XB, oB) be a un$orm equiualence, i.e., a uniformly 
continous shift commuting homeomorphism with uniformly continuous 
inverse. If LX E G>, then it follows as in the proof of (2.2) that faf -’ E (I$. 
Hence the correspondence cf(a) =faf -’ induces an isomorphism 
cf: G; + G;. 
If p E CO( WA), let A,.(p) = pfP ’ E C,,( WB). This gives an isomorphism 
$1 CA -+ cp 
These two isomorphisms then give rise to an isomorphism 
Q(f): FA --, FE 
which takes ZA isomorphically to ZB because the relation MP~ = flPE goes 
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over to the relation j?~j-‘P,.,~, =f@P1ffCEi. Hence we obtain an 
isomorphism 
which will induce a continuous isomorphism 
of C’*-algebra envelopes (see (4.21) below). If g: (XB, crB) .+ (XC, oC) is 
another uniform equivalence between shifts, then 
THEOREM 4.6. Ko(AA)z G(,4 ). 
The proof of (4.3) and (4.6) will be given now. Then we will discuss the 
functoriality of (4.1) and continuity of Q(f). 
The first step is to study how elements of G; are constructed. As usual let 
P denote the state space for XA. For each integer k detine an unstable 
k-tail to be a sequence Y. = (x,) for -cc c i< k such that X~E P’ and 
A(xi, xi+ ,) = 1 for -m-ci<k- 1. Let T(A,k) denote the set of all 
unstable k-tails. If x E WA or x is an unstable k-tail and I < k, deline 
T(X, /) = (xL) for - cc c i< 1. Also let 
W”(x, k) = { y E WA 1 ~(y, k) = T(X, k)}. 
Thus W’(x, k) is detined for points in WA as well as for unstable k-tails. If 
Xc T(,4, k) is any subset let 
W”(X, k) = u P(x, k). 
TE.Y 
This is a compact open subset when X is finite. 
Now consider any subset XC T(.4; k) and let c X + X be a permutation 
satisfying 
c has finite support and go = .x~ for x E X. 
This gives rise to an element @ E G; detined on any x l WA by 
(4.7) 
cc(x); = X,> 
if i>k or .x$W”(X,k) 
4-~),2 if i<k and .xE W”(X, k). 
(4.8) 
The composition of two s-homeomorphisms arising from such per- 
mutations of X is again of this type, and we let GS(X, k) denote the 
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resulting group. If Xc Y c T(,4, k), then GS(X, k) c G’( Y, k). Consider 
what happens when k increases: Let Xc T(A, k) and for k < f let 
Any ME GS(X, k) arising from the permutation e: X+ X as in (4.7) and 
(4.8) determines an a’ E GS(X’, 1) arising from the permutation u’: X’ + X 
delined on VEX’ by 
(4.9) 
Clearly CJ’ satisfies (4.7) with respect to X’. The correspondence E + cx’ 
determines an inclusion G.‘(X, k) + GS(X’, l) of groups and there is a com- 
mutative diagram 
G’(X, k) c G’(X’, 1) 
n n 
G’( Y, k) c G’( Y’, l) 
LEMMA 4.10. G> =hx,k G’(X, k) where Xc T(A, k) is jlnite and k E Z. 
Proof In fact we will show that if E, Fc WA are compact-open and 
U: E -+ F is a homeomorphism satisfying a(x) E W’(x, k) for all x E E, then 
there is an integer p 2 k, a linite subset Xc T(A, p), and a /? E G’(X, p) such 
that E, Fc lV’(X, p) and /3 1 E= a 1 E. 
Write E and F as disjoint unions 
where U c T( A, p) and V c T( A, q) are linite. Since a is continuous we can 
choose p 2 q 2 k so that each ~P(u, p) maps into some IV’(u, q) by a. Let 
V’= {z 1 zeT(A,p),$z, q)e VI. 
The map a determines a bijection y: U + V’ as follows: Let u E U and 
choose any x E E with r(x, p) = u. Define 
lJc~l= ~~4~~~ PI. 
We must verify that 7 is (a) well delined, (b) onto, and (c) one-to-one. 
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Proof of (a). Suppose x E E is another point with r(x’, p) = u. Both x 
and x’ belong to W’(u, p) and therefore get mapped by M into the same 
W”(u, q). Thus a(x)j = a( = uj for i < q. Since a E G; we also have 
a(~)~ = xj = u, = x; = a(x)z for k < j<p. Since k <q <p we therefore con- 
clude T( a(X), p) = T( CX( X'), p). 
Proof of (b). Let u E V’ and choose an x’ E F such that T(x', p) = u. 
Surjectivity of a: E + F says there is a point x E E with a(x) = x’. Let 
u = T(*K, p). Then y(u) = u. 
Proof of (c). Let u, v E U be such that y(u) = y( 0) in I”. To compute 
y(u), let .XE E satisfy ~(x,p)=u. Then y(u)p=~(a(x),p)p=up because 
a E Gi and k <p. Similarly am = rP so that ldP = v,,. But to compute y(u) 
we may therefore choose the x’ E E such that T(x', p) = v to satisfy x,’ =x, 
for p<i. This gives ~(x),=x;=xi=a(x’)~ for p<i and a(x),=y(u),= 
y(u), = a(x’)j for i <p. In other words, a(.y) = I. Since a is one-to-one, we 
must have x=x and therefore u = v. 
Now let X= U u V’. Since y: U -+ V’ is a bijection, the sets U - V’ and 
I” - U have the same cardinality. Choose a bijection p: I” - U + U - V 
and deline 2j: A’--+ A’ by 
Then the element /l E G,‘(A’, p) arising from 6 as in (4.8) satisfies fi 1 E = a. 
Remurk 4.11. Using the fact that a( W(x, k)) = W’(a(x), k) for E E G; it 
follows from the proof of (4.10) that 
G; = lick G’(X, k), 
,I 
where Xc y(,4, k) is linite. 
Now we can start to build the algebra M,, from finite dimensional 
subalgebras. 
Let Xc T(A, k) be any subset and let C(X, k) be the subalgebra of CA 
generated by the characteristic functions p(x, k) on the W(x, k) for XE X. 
If~~Y~~(~,k),thenC(~,k)~C~Y,k).Nowsupposek~~.Thereisan 
inclusion of algebras 
C(X, k) c C(X’, 1) 
detined by the formula 
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Moreover, for Xc Y c T(,4, k) and k < Z there is a commutative diagram 
C(X, k) c C(X’, l) 
n n 
C(Y,k)cC(Y’,l) 
and we have 
CA = &I C(X, k), 
X.k 
where X ranges over tinite subsets of T(A, k) and k E Z. The action of G> 
on CA restricts to an action 
Q(X, k) x C(X, k) + C(X, k) 
compatible with the commutative diagrams for G(X, k) and C(X, k) 
above. Deline F(X, k) to be the algebraic cross product of GS(X, k) and 
C(X, k). Clearly this is a finite dimensional algebra when X is tinite. There 
is a similar commutative diagram 
F(X, k) c F(X’, l) 
n n 
F( Y, k) c F( Y’, I). 
Let 1(X, k) c F(X, k) be the ideal generated by the relation 
where a, /? E GS(X, k) satisfy a 1 E = /I 1 E on a compact open subset E of 
W(X, k) of the form 
E= u W(x, k) 
.X6 fJ 
with U a fmite subset of X. As above there is a commutative diagram of 
inclusions 
Z(X, k) c Z(X’, l) 
n n 
Z( Y, k) c Z( Y’, l). 
Finally, we let 
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(4.12) 
It will be shown in (4.17) and (4.19) that the homomorphisms in this 




and observe that 
FA=l&lFk=l&lF(x,k) 
k X,k 
ZA = 1hlJ Zk = l&l 1(X, k), 
k X.k 
where X is finite. Since taking direct limits commutes with exact sequences 
we also have 







where X is finite and k E Z. AA is approximately linite because it is delined 
as the C*-algebra envelope of MA which is the direct limit (4.14) of the 
finite dimensional algebras M(X, k) for X finite (see [El). To compute 
&(A%‘~) requires analyzing the structure of the M(X, k) and how they fit 
together. In particular, we show in (4.16) that M(X, k) is semi-simple for X 
linite. 
Let X be a discrete set (possibly inlinite) equipped with an action 
G x X 4 X of a discrete group G. Let Co(X) be the algebra of functions 
which vanish outside a linite set and let F(r, G) denote the algebraic cross 
product algebra of Co(X) and G. If S is any set we let M(S, c) denote the 
c-algebra of matrices (Use) with entries indexed by S x S such that aJ, = 0 
for all but at most fmitely many pairs (.s, t) E S x S. If S c T, there is an 
inclusion M(S, c) c M( T, c) which takes (us,) to (&) where & = Qua if 
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(q ~)ESX S and &=O otherwise. Let 1(X G)c=&‘(X; G) be the two-sided 
ideal generated by the relation 
g.PE=h.PE, 
where E is a linite subset of X and g, h E G satisfy g 1 E = h 1 E. Let 
M(X; G)= @ M(G .x, C). 
.r E XjG 
LEMMA 4.15. There is an exact sequence 
O+Z(~G)+F(~G)-+M(X;G)-+O. 
ProojI For f~ Co(X), the restriction f 1 G .x determines a diagonal 
matrix D.Jf) E M(G .x, C). We let 
Any g E G gives rise to a (possibly infinite) permuation matrix P.Jg) via left 
translation on the orbit G. x. Let 
If some orbit is i&rite, this does not lie in M(X, G), but 
does. The algebra homomorphism 
F(A’; G) + M(X; G) 
is delined by the correspondence 
Surjectiuity. It suflices to show (*) is onto each direct summand 
M( G . x, C). Let u, u E G . x and let eMU denote the matrix which is one in the 
(u, u) spot and zero elsewhere. Choose a g E G with g . u = u. Let f. denote 
the characteristic function of the point u. Then P(g) D( fv) = euu. 
The kernel of (*). For each orbit under the G action select a point 
x E X in that orbit. Let 0 denote the collection of these points. For each 
x E 0, let G.Y be the isotropy subgroup of x and now select a set of represen- 
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tatives ge G for the left cosets in G/GV. The set of these coset represen- 
tatives will be denoted by WV. Consider an element xi kJ, in the kernel of 
(*) where ki E G, L E CO(X), and z’ runs through a finite indexing set Z. Write 
E kj.L =x Z k, 14x, k g)fbvh ! .x i g 
where i c Z, x E 0, g E +YY, 2(x, i, g) E C, and j(gx) denotes the characteristic 
function on the point gx E A’. This sum is fmne becausefi E CO(X). We have 
Hence for each x E 0 we have 
in M(G .x, C) = A4(%‘r, C). For a fixed g E %.X, the matrix P.Jk;) 1(x, i, g) 
II&-( can only have non-zero entries in the gth column. Hence for 
each g, 
For each i and g, /I E %‘Y the Izth entry in the gth column of Py(ki) is non- 
zero iff ki gG.r = KY; i.e., iff k, E hG.y gP ‘, Therefore we must have 
1 A(x, i, g) = 0. 
k,ehG,g-’ 
Given a kj and a g E qY there is a unique h E ?ZY such that ki gGX = hG.y, i.e., 
such that kj E hGr gP ‘. So we can write x; kl fi as 
for x E 0, and g, h E %$. But ki gx = hx = hg - ‘gx so each of the terms 
(ki - hg-‘) 2.(x, i, g)f(gx) lies in the ideal 1(X; G). 
Now we apply (4.15) to analyze M(X, k). For each f s 9, the state space 
of XA, let 7’([; k) denote those unstable k-tails x = (x~) for which xk = t. 
Then 
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and the orbits of G$ acting on T(A; k) are just the subsets T(t, k). In fact if 
X is any subset of T(,4; k), not necessarily finite, the orbits of GS(X, k) on X 
are the sets Xn T(r;k) (see (4.7) and (4.8)). It follows from (4.15) that 
M(X, k) s @ M(Xn qs; k), C). (4.16) 
3 6 9 
When X is linite, M(X, k) is linite dimensional and semi-simple. 
If Xc Yc T(A; k), there is a commutative diagram 
(4.17) 
and in particular this shows M(X, k) + A4( Y, k) is injective. 
We want to show M(X, k) + M(X’, k + 1) is injective also. The formula 
for this homomorphism given in (4.19) will be important for computing 
K,,(J%‘~). Let Xc T(,4; k) and then consider X’n T(,4; k+ 1) as usual. 
Write X and X’ as disjoint unions 
X’=uX’nT(s;k+l) 
= u X’nT(s;k)‘nT(qk+l). 
,4(&l)= 1 
The set X’ n T(s; k)’ n T(z; k + 1) consists of those unstable (k + 1 )-tails 
x = (xi) such that r(.x, k) E X, X~ = 3, x k + , = f, and A(,s, t) = 1. In particular, 
there are canonical identifications 
XnT(s,k)zX’nT(.s;k)‘nT(t;k+l) 
C(Xn T(.s, k), k) z C(X’n T(s; k)‘n T(r; k + l), k + 1) 
G’(Xn T(.s, k), k) z G’(X’n T(s; k)’ n T(z; k + l), k + 1) 
compatible with the action of GU on C whenever ,4(.s, t) = 1, and this 
produces a canonical isomorphism 
M(Xn T(s; k), UZ) ----+ ~~(~,,) M(X’ n T(s; k)’ n T(f; k + l), d2). (4.18) 
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For distinct pair (s, f) with A($, r) = 1 the subalgebras A4(.Y’n Y’(.r; k)‘n 
T( t; k + 1 ), c) of A4(X’, k + 1) intersect in zero, and there is a commutative 
diagram 




@ M(X’n T(s; k)‘n T(t; k + l), c) (4.19) 
‘4(s.f)= I 
Thus A4(X, k) + A4(X’, k + 1) is injective. When A’= T(A; k) itself we have 
the commutative diagram 
(4.20) 
In particular AYk + A4k + , is injective. 
Finally, we can complete the proof of (4.6) to show KO(A,,, ) = G(A). 
Let J& denote the C*-algebra envelope of jVk. Then . . c Ak c 
J4+, c ... is an increasing sequence of C*-algebras and 
This iS a consequence Of the injectivity Of Mk -+ Mk+ i and Of irj&iVity Of 
the homomorphisms in the direct system A4(X, k). By two applications of 
continuity [E] of K,,, we have 
From (4.20) and Morita equivalence of K0 there is a commutative diagram 
Hence l&rk &(Zt4J E G(,4). 
Functorial Properties of AA 
Let f: (XA, Ok) + (XB, gB) be a uniform equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 4.21. The isomorphism @(f ): MA -+ MB is an isometry and 
induces a continuous isomorphism of C*-algebras @(f ): AA + AB. 
Moreover, @: Atit + Aut(.MA) is injective. 
ProoJ The argument of (4.10) shows that for X Iinite and k E z there is 
a finite Y and an 12 k such that Q(f) takes G’(X, k) into G*( Y, Z). 
Similarly each C(X, k) goes into some C( Y, Z). So Q(f) takes F(X, k) into 
some F( Y, f) for Y finite. Also each Z(X, k) goes into some Z( Y, Z), so by 
taking Y and Z large enough we see that Q(f) induces a homomorphism 
from M(X, k) to some M( Y, Z). This must be an injection because 
@: MA + MB is an isomorphism by (4.5). Since M(X, k) and M( Y, Z) are 
fmite dimensional and semi-simple Q(f) must preserve norms. 
To show @ is injective we must show that @j(f) = @(g) then f (x) = g(x) 
for x E XA. Suppose x E XA satislies f(x) #g(x). Then for some suhiciently 
large integer k we know f ( W’(x, k)) and g( IP(x, k)) are disjoint. This is a 
consequence of (1.4). Therefore 
and 
are different in CA c FA. It is a consequence of (4.15) that CA injects into 
MA, and hence @(f) #Q(g) on MA which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.2.2. There is an isomorphism 
K,4 1 KIM-,4 J = &(-,@A 1 
such that (4.1) commutes. 
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ProojI Let E c WA be compact and open and write 
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for some k E Z and some Iinite set XC 7(A; k). DeIine 
where [~(x, k)] denotes the class of the projection ~(x, k) in KO. That this 
does not depend on the representation (*) follows from 
for JJ E T(A; k + 1). We leave to the reader the proof that relations (a) and 
(b) in the delmition of KO(X,,) are preserved. To see xA as an isomorphism 
deline 
as follows and check on generators PE that zA = K;' : From the structure 
lemma (4.15) for A4(X, k) and from Morita equivalence we have 
where O(X) = X/GU(X, k). The projection classes [~(x, k)], where x runs 
through a choice of points in each orbit, represent a basis. Deline 
That this is well deIined follows from (2). In particular, if E c WA is com- 
pact and open then zA( [PE]) = E in KO(XA). 
The precise statement of cummutativity for (4.1) is that there is a com- 
mutative diagram 
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Just compute on generators: 
The Algebra Jli 
Corresponding to the one-sided shift space Xi there is a similar con- 
struction for a C*-algebra Ai. This goes essentially verbatim as for &ZA 
except that in all delinitions such as IV’(x, k), T(A; k), M(X, k), etc., we 
impose the condition ka0. Also &i is separable when A is row linite. 
LEMMA 4.23. If A is finite, then &?‘A + is a C*-algebra with identity. 
ProojI Each T(s, k) is a linite set and IVY is the direct sum of the linite 
collection of matrix algebras M( T(s, k), C). Moreover, the inclusion 
Mk + 44k + , preserves the identity. 
Traces on MA 
Recall that a trace on A4A is a C-linear homomorphism T: MA + c 
satisfying T( UP’) = T( I’U) for U, Ve MA. Let Tr(MA) denote the space of 
all traces on MA. If K MA -t MA is an algebra automorphism, then the 
correspondence a*(T) = To CF’ gives rise to an automorphism U* of 
Tr(MA) such that (cQ)* =~*fi*. Similarly, if E: KO(.YA) + KO(XA) is an 
automorphism and t E K”(XA; C) = Hom(KO(XA), C), then the correspon- 
dence a*(t) = t 0 a-’ induces an automorphism of k’O(XA; C) satisfying 
Cd%+ = a*b*. 
LEMMA 4.24. There is an isomorphism Tr(MA) G p(XA ; c) such that 
for each f e Aut(oA) there is a commutative diagram 
Prooj Step (i). Given TET~(~V~) we construct a corresponding 
Se p(XA; C) by the formula 
S(E) = T( PE). (11 
That S preserves (a) of (2.1) follows from the fact that T is compatible with 
the inclusion C(X, k) + C(X’, k + 1). Now let g: E + F be as in (b). We 
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must show that s(E) = s(g(I?)). From the proof of (4.10), there is a p 2 k 
and an II E G’(X, p) so that II 1 E =g 1 E. So we have 
%ep (ii). Conversely, suppose we are given an SE &?(XA; C) and 
suppose U l Mk lies in one of the summands M( T( r, k), C). Choose a point 
x E T( t, k) and define 
T(U) = S( W”(x, k)) tr( U) 
where tr: A4( T( t, k), C) .+ 6J is the standard trace. Since ,S preserves (b) of 
(2.1) the value of s( W’(x, k)) is independent of the choice of x because 
T(t, k) is a G; orbit. Extend T to Mk additively. Since S preserves (a) of 
(2.1), it follows that T is compatible with the inclusion Mk -+ Mk + r . So we 
get a trace on MA such that (1) holds. 
It will be clear that Steps (i) and (ii) are inverses of each other provided 
we show that any trace T is determined by the values T(PJ where E is 
compact-open in WA. Since any such E is of the form E = U ~ W(x, k) it 
suffkes to show T is determined by the values T(p(x, k)). But T is deter- 
mined by its values on the various M(T(s, k), C) where it must have the 
form ,I($, k) tr for various A(s, k) E C depending on s and k. Now just 
observe that T(p(x, k)) = i(.s, k) tr(p(x, k)) = l(s, k). 
To see that the diagram is valid let T E Tr( MA ) and let L? E K(‘(XA ; C ) be 
the corresponding element as in (i). Then compute 
Remark 4.25. Compatibility of any trace T on M,, with the inclusion 
Mk+“k+, implies the values A(,r, k) which determine T must satisfy the 
equation 
A(s, k) =I A(s, t) %(t, k + 1). (4.26) 
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Conversely any collection A(.Y, k) satisfying this equation gives a trace on 
IV*. This can be summarized by the formula 
Tr(MA)g@ CYzK”(XA; C). (4.27) 
Clearly the above properties of traces hold for Mi also. 
5. THE ALGEBRA ~'cP~ FOR A FINITE 
In this section we assume A is linite (i.e., Y is finite) and discuss a 
separable AF C*-algebra AL?.?, constructed essentially verbatim as in 
Section 4. We still have &(&‘,Y~)zG(A) together with a commutative 
diagram 
(5.1) 
such that @ is injectiue whenever the periodic points PA of Ok on XA are 
dense in XA. Corresponding to the one-sided shift there is the algebra 
&‘Pz which has an identity, as in (4.23), that satislies &(JZP~) E G(A), 
and has a similar diagram to (5.1). When A is aperiodic we will see that 
A9;QxzAfYA. 
The construction of APA is exactly as in Section 4 but uses the subspace 
WP,, of WA delined by 
WPA = u W(x). 
.XEPA 
Compare [Cu 11. All the arguments of Section 4 go through with basically 
no change. There are only two points to mention: First, PA is non-empty. 
This certainly holds if A is irreducible and in the general case XA always 
has a non-empty irreducible subshift (see [F, p. 221. Second, @ is injective 
whenever PA is dense in XA because then for J g E Aut(gA) we have f = g 
on XA iff f = g on PA. The construction of ML!?: is like that of JY~ but 
uses the space WP: built from unstable sets in Xi of points in Pi. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If A is periodic and 19’1 > 2, then there is an 
isomorphism 
.A?LP;QxzA9)~, 
where X denotes the compact operators on Hilbert space. 
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ProoJ We will show that there is an isometry 
where MPA (resp. IMP:) is the separable M algebra constructed from 
WPA (resp. WP:) and K=M(N,C) where N= {1,2,3 ,... 1. 
For KEY and k>O let B(s; k) denote the set of blocks [.x0, . . . . x~] such 
that X~=S and A(.xi, x,+,)= 1 for O<i<k- 1. 
For s, f~ 9 and k 20 let B(,r, t; k) denote the set of blocks [x0, .,., x~] 
with q=s, x~= t, and ,4(x,, x,+, )= 1 for O<i<k-1. Whenever 
A(s, t) = 1, let B(s; k)’ c B(t; k + 1) denote those blocks [x0, . . . . .x~+ I] with 
X~ = s. Then there is an identification 
fl(s, t): B(s; k) z B(s; k)’ n B( t; k + 1) 
and algebra isomorphisms 
similar to (4.18). For the direct system of algebras i: : MP: -+ MPL+ , 
(k 20) used to obtain IMP; we have the following diagram similar to 
(4.20): 
Gj M&;k)hB(t;k+l),C) (5.3) 
Since each MPC is tinite dimensional, the C*-algebra envelope A‘9.i is 
separable. 
For s, t E 9’ and k > 0 let TP(s, t; k) denote the set of k-tails x = (xj) in 
WPA such that x,, = s and X~ = t. Let TP(s; k) be the k-tails in WPA with 
X~ = s. Then for the system of algebras ik : MPK -+ h4Pk + , used to obtain 
MP,,, there is a similar diagram to (4.20) where TP(s; k) replaces T(s; k), 
etc. Call this diagram (4.2OP). 
There are canonical identifications 
TP(r, s; k) = B(r, s; k) x TP(r; 0) 
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TP(s; k) = (J TP(r, s; k) 
= (j l?(r, s; k) x TP(r; 0). 
The assumption that ,4 is aperiodic with 191 > 2 implies each set TP(r; 0) 
is countably infinite. Choose identi!ications TP(r; 0) g N. This gives an 
identification 
TP(s; k) z u B(r, s; k) x N 
+B(r,s;k)]xN 
z I?(& k) x N. 
Similarly, we have 
TP(s; k)’ n TP(f; k + 1) = [B(s; k)’ n B(q k + 1)] x N 
whenever A(.s, r) = I, and this leads to a commutative diagram of bijections 
Together with (5.3) and (4.2OP) as above we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
Hence, we have 
(5.4) 
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COROLLARY 5.5. If A is aperiodic and /Yi > 2, then Jz’~‘~ is stable in 
that ~4’9~ @ 3” 2 &k’$, . 
Finally in this section, we will discuss the module homomorphism arising 
as in [C] and show it is the same as $,T l of Section 3. 
Assume that A is tinite. Then (4.24) holds for MPA and MP: in place of 
M,d. Assume also that A is aperiodic. Then it is well known [E] that the 
set of non-trivial linear maps t: &,(XA) + R with l(u) > 0 for u e K,,(XA) + 
consists of positive scalar multiples of a single “state” LA: KO(XA) -+ R 
which corresponds to the right eigenvector u = (Us) with ,ZV~ = 1 for the 
Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue ,I of A. The proof of (4.24) shows that 
“positive” maps t: KO(XA) -+ R! map isomorphically to the positive traces 
on MA, i.e., to the traces T for which T(PE) > 0 for all PE. Similarly for 
A4PA and MP: . Let TA correspond to ,!A. Now let f E Aut(cA) and let 
m).(f) E R: be deiined by 
~(f)*(T~)=~~'~(f)~'=~z~(f)T~. 
This detines a homomorphism 
rni: Aut(oA) + R:. 
(5.6) 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Zf f E Aut(oA), then mj,( f) = + j,( f) - ‘. Zn particular, 
mj.Ul e QtAlT. 
ProoJ Because of the isomorphism (4.24), rni( f) is also characterized 
tv 
4tfl*C~,4)=~2.(fJ~,4~ 
Let n = 191 and let H= KO(XA)@ R z G(A; R) z @A W zz Am(W) for m 
sufficiently large. Let 2 be the (simple) Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue for A. 
Then as in Section 3 there is a direct sum decomposition 
where H>. is the (1 - ,Ir)-primary part and L is the direct sum of the other 
factors H(j) where #. is prime to 1 - AZ. Hi is one-dimensional over IR and 
corresponds to the one-dimensional ,I-eigenspace of A in Am(W) which is 
generated by the unique positive left eigenvector ZJ = (u, , . . . . u,,) of A satisfy- 
ing x uj= 1. Let v = (v,, . . . . II,,) be the unique right eigenvector for A 
satisfying x vi = 1. Then lA E K“(XA ; R) corresponds to v. Since 
r.4. u = zj uivi > 0, it follows that kA(h) # 0 for any non-zero vector h E Hj,. 
Let G = KO(XA ; Q(A)). We also have the direct sum decomposition of 
Q(~)[z, ZY’]-modules 
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and an isomorphism 
G@R~(GA@R)c3(KC3R) 
zH>.@LzH 
of lQ[z, z-‘]-modules because 1 -AZ is a simple factor of det(Z-z,4)e 
lR[z, z-l]. In particular there is an inclusion Gq H respecting the direct 
sum decomposition. Since d(j) commutes with the action of z on G and H 
it must respect the direct sum decomposition because the factors have 
relatively prime annihilators. Therefore, ijA of Section 3 is characterized by 
w-1 = $a-) lz 
for any Zr # 0 in HA. But then we must have 
m7*~~.4W~ = aw--‘w 
c4wa--Y~N 
= tiAf)- l J,4Pl 
= MD- ~/Ah). 
Since LA(~) #0 we have WZ).(~“) = tiA(J)-‘. 
6. K-THEORY OF MA 
Let NA denote the C*-algebra cross product of AA by the automorphism 
@(oA). Then as in [Cu 1] we observe 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let A be row finite. Then 
K,,(.NA) = coker(Z- A) 
K1(NA) = ker(Z- A), 
where Z - A operates on 2f [Y 1. 
Recall that we are using the convention that A operates on i?[Y] by left 
multiplication u + uA. Thus when A is linite, (6.1) says the same thing for 
MA (or for J-9’) as does Proposition 3.1 of [Cu] for oA which uses Z- A’ 
instead of Z- A. 
Z’rooJ For completeness we give the proof which is similar to the one 
in [Cu 11. The six-term exact sequence relating the K-theory of MA and 
AA computes the K-theory of NA by the exact sequence 
~+~1~4~-+&~~~~---+ ,- 4coAj K,CJA I+ JGd4 I+ 0. 
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Recall that KO(AA) =l&rk KO(Mk)=i&,,, 2’[Y]. To see what &crA) does 
on KO(MA) consider an JE 9’ and the corresponding generator Ps of 
KO(M(T(s, k), c)) in KO(Mk) represented by the projection ~(x, k) on 
P(x, k) for any XE T(.s, k). Then 
where y runs through those points y E T(A, k + 1) such that r( y, k) =x. 
This shows that 
Thus the above exact sequence is computed from the commutative ladder 









0- ker(Z- A)- Z[Y] = z[Y]-coker(Z-A)---+0 
But taking direct limits commutes with exact sequences and A acts as the 
identity on ker(Z- ,4) and coker(Z- A). 
7. VARIATIONS 
Throughout this section it will be assumed that A is locally finite. We 
outline “symmetric” versions .SG(,4), ,SKO(XA), 9’AA, etc., of constructions 
in previous sections. The dimension group SKO(XA) was detined in [K] for 
a fmite. Virtually the same definition works for ,4 locally finite, and 
Krieger’s formula [K] 
SKo(XA) E SG(A) E lim i?[9’] 60 z[9’] E G(A’)@ G(,4) 
A= 
still holds. The C*-algebra YMA is separable and is unital when ,4 is finite. 
We have 
KO(YAA) E SG(A). 
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The construction of L?&‘~ is functorial and there is a commutative diagram 
For example, if ,4(n) is the n x n-matrix with all entries 1 giving the 
Bernoulli n-shift ran, then SAC”): Y&A(n) + YJZ~~~, is just the standard shift 
to the left on BP= -~ M(n, UZ). Since 9&A(n) is unital, the “mod” 
homomorphism is trivial. One also can make the direct computation that 
&on) is the identity (see (7.5)). Hence the significance of detecting elements 
of Aut(cA) via +6 is nuclear. The main purpose of this section is to write 
down the functorial construction of JY&~. We also briefly discuss the 
algebra .9’.MA obtained by taking the C*-algebra cross product of 9’=MA by 
the automorphism @(Go ). 
Similar to [BF, K] we make the 
DEFINITION 7.2. The symmetric dimension group ,SKO(XA) of (XA, Go) is 
the free abelian group generated by compact open subsets E of XA modulo 
the relations 
(a) E= El + ... + En where E is the disjoint union of compact open 
subsets El, . . . . E,,; and 
(b) E = F whenever there is a homeomorphism g: E + F such that for 
some k 2 0 we have g(x) E LV(x, k) and g(x) E P(x, -k) for all x E E. 
As in (2.2) the correspondence E -f(E) arising from a uniform 
equivalence f~ XA + XB induces an isomorphism 
(7.3) 
in a functorial way. 
Detine the algebraic symmetric dimension group to be 
SC(A) = lim Z[Y] @Z[Y] 
A= (7.4) 
~G(A’@A)zG(A’)@G(A). 
Suppose the locally finite matrices P and Q form a shift equivalence 
between A and B in that 
AP = PB, QA=BQ 
PQ=Ak, QP=Bk 
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for some k > 1. Then Q’ @ P and P’ @ Q form a shift equivalence between 
Ar @ A and B’ @ B. This is useful for computations. In particular we have 
an isomorphsm SC(A) 2 SC(B) induced by dQ,@ dP. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. There is urz imnorphistn 
mch fha ~,~.(~~)=(~~,I~~~).~~. 
The first part of this proposition was originally proved by Krieger in 
[K] for ,4 tinite and irreducible. 
Zdeu O~ZWOO$ For .X E XA and k > 1, let W”(.X, k) denote the compact 
open set of those z = {z,} E XA such that zj = xi for -k < i < k. To define 
~0,~ on W’(.X, k) let .x-~ = r and X~ = s. Then set 
a~.,,( W”(x, k)) = lJrC$ U,. 
Next one extends OJ,,, to an arbitrary compact open E by writing it as a 
disjoint union of WU(x, k) and proving as in (2.2) that mA is well detmed. 
The inverse map pA goes as follows: Let UsQ U, lie in the kth copy of 
~[~~]~~[~]forak~l.Chooseapoint.~~~~with.K..~=sandx~=r. 
Detine 
p,J U,, Q U,) = W’(.K; k). 
NOW to compute w,~ .$(o~) on the generator W”(X, k), tirst observe that 
PP’(x, k) = W(.x, -k) n W”‘(x, k) 
and that 
6U7’7l’S4 
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The C*-algebra 9’AA will be the C* envelope of a focally finite dimen- 
sional algebra SI’U~ constructed similarly to i’UA using XA in place of WA 
and using Krieger’s notion of a uniformly finite dimensional 
homeomorphism in place of an s-homeomorphism. Actually, we prefer to 
use the following terminology to bring out the similarity to MA. 
DEFINITION 7.6. An su-homeomorphism g: XA + XA is a homeomor- 
phism which has compact support and for which there is an integer k>O 
so that g(x) E JV(x, k) and g(x)e FV(x, -k) for all XEX~. 
Let Gy denote the group of all su-homeomorphisms of XA and let 
Gr c GT be the subgroup of the su-homeomorphisms satisfying (7.6) for a 
fixed k> 0. Let SCA denote the algebra generated by the characteristic 
functions PE of compact open sets E of XA. As for IVY we let SFA denote 
the cross product of Gy and SCA and let SIA c SFA be the ideal generated 
by the relation 
whenever a, /3 E G$’ satisfy a 1 E = b 1 E for a compact open set E c XA. Let 
SMA = SF/, ISI,,, . 
We discuss briefly below why SMA is locally finite dimensional, and we 
detine 
9’AA = C*-envelope of SMA . 
Just as for AA, there is an injective homomorphism 




THEOREM 7.9. &(YA%‘~) z SG(A ) in such u way that the diagrum (7.1) 
is commutative. 
The proof is similar to the corresponding statement for &A ‘in Section 4 
(cf. (7.17)). 
To build the algebra y&A we give a parallel discussion to that of dA 
and begin by characterizing how elements of Gy are obtained. By a centraf 
k-block we mean a sequence x = [x-k, . . . . x0, . . . . x~] where xie 9. 
WJU(x, k) is defined to be the set of all y E XA with central k-block the same 
as x. We let B(FI; k) denote the set of all central k-blocks. Now let 
Xc I~(FI; k) and let 0: X+ X be a permutation satisfying 
f~ has finite support, Go = X~ and CT(X)-~ =x-k. (7.10) 
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Let 
WU(X; k) = (J wyx, k). 
.XE x
Then (7.10) gives rise to an element M E Gr as follows: 
if iak or i<-k 
(7.11) 
The composition of two such su-homeomorphisms is again of this type and 
we let GSU(X, k) denote the resulting subgroup. If Xc Yc B(FI, k), then 
GxU( X, k) = GbU( Y, k). Consider what happens when k increases: Let k 6 I. If 
y E B(A, Z), let r( y, k) e B(A, k) be given by 
G k), =Y,, for -k<i<k. 
If Xc B(,4, k), let 
Any a E GSU(X, k) arising from the permutation 0: X + X as in (7.10) and 
(7.11) determine an a‘ E G”‘(X’, k) arising from the permutation 0’: X’ -+ X’ 
detined on y E J!? by 





The correspondence a + a’ determines an inclusion GU(X, k) q Gsu(X’, l) 
and there is a commutative diagram 
G.“‘(X, k) c G=‘(X’, l) 
n l-l 
G.=‘( Y, k) c Gsu( Y’, /) 
for Xc Y c B(,4, k). An argument similar to (4.10) proves 
LEMMA 7.13. G.$‘=u,r,k G”‘(X, k) where Xc B(A, k) is finile and 
k 2 0. 
Remark 7.14. As in (4.11) we have 
CT = & G”‘(X, k), 
X 
where Xc B(A, k) is finite. 
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Now we start to build the algebra SMA from finite dimensional sub- 
algebras. 
Let Xc B(A, k) be any subset and let SC(X, k) be the subalgebra of SCA 
generated by the characteristic functions JI(X, k) on FV(x, k) for x E X. If 
Xc Y c B(A, k), then SC(X, k) c SC( Y, k). Now suppose k < 1. Then there 
is an inclusion 
SC(X, k) c SC(X’, Z) 
defined by 
Moreover, for Xc Y CI B(A, k) and k < f there is a commutative diagram 
SC(X, k) c SC(X’, l) 
r-l n 
SC(Y,k)cSC(Y’,l) 
and we have 
SCA = l& SC(X, k), 
A’, k 
where A’ ranges over tinite subsets of B(A, k) and k > 0. The action of Gy 
on SCA restricts to an action 
G’“(X, k) x SC(X, k) + SC(X, k) 
compatible with the above commutative diagrams. Define SF(X, k) to 
be the algebraic cross product of GsU(X, k) and SC(X, k). This is finite 
dimensional for A’ tinite. There is a commutative diagram 
SF(X, k) c SF(X’, 1) 
r-7 c-7 
SF( Y, k) c SF( Y’, /) 
for Xc Yc B(A, k). Let %(A’, k) c SF(X, k) be the ideal generated by the 
relation 
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where a, /? E GsU(X, k) satisfy x 1 E = b 1 E on a compact open set E of 
WU(X, k) of the form 
where lJ is a finite subset of X. There is a commutative diagram of 
inclusions 
Finally, we let 
SZ(X, k) c SZ(X’, /) 
r-l l-l 
SZ( Y, k) c SZ( Y’, 1) 
SM(X, k) = SF(X, k)/SZ(X, k) 
and obtain a commutative diagram of monomorphisms (cf. (4.12), (4.17), 
(4.19)) 
SM(X, k) - SMY, 1) 
I I 
(7.15) 
SM( Y, k)- SM( Y, 1) 
Now define 
SFk = & SF(X, k) 
x 
SZk = lim sZ( A’, k ) - 
,I 
and oberve that 
k X,k 
SZA = b SZk = l& SZ( X, k ), 
k X.k 
where k > 0 and X is finite. Since taking direct limits commutes with exact 
sequences we have 




SMA = b SMk = b SM(X, k), 
k A’. k 
(7.17) 
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where k 2 1 and X is finite. In particular this shows SMA is separable and 
that it is also unital when ,4 is finite. 
The proof of the KO computation in (7.9) follows as in Section 4 from the 
commutative diagram 





@ M(B(r, s; k)‘n B(u, 0; k+ l), C) (7.18) 
,4’Cr.u) = I 
,4(s,o)= I
Here B(r, s; k) denotes the set of all central k-blocks [x-k, . . . . x~] with 
X pk=r and x~=s. 
While the analogue of (6.1) does not hold for YMA, the Pimsner- 
Voiculescu six-term K-theory exact sequence can be used to compute some 
examples. Let A(n) be the fl x n-matrix of all ones which gives the Bernoulli 
n-shift Ok. Then we have the exact sequence 
Since A(n) is strong shift equivalent to multiplication by n on Z it follows 
from (7.5) that b(~~) is the identity on SG(A(n))z Z[l/n] @ 
Z[ l/n] z Z[ l/n]. Hence 
(7.19) 
We mention that similar to Ko(XA) there is an order structure on 
SKo(XA), a dual group SKc’(XA), etc. 
The isomorphism p: @Ye M(n, C) + .Y.A!&) taking the left shift to 
s ,+) = @(on) is constructed as follows: Let in Z and let s E .Y = 
{L 2, .--, n}. Let pi(s) be the characteristic function of the compact open set 
{xixj=s}. Let ,E b e t h e symmetric group on n letters and let Zi denote 
the copy of Z in G”’ where ~7 E .Z acts on x E X,., by cry = xj for j # i and 
Ok= o(xi). Then p takes the ith copy of M(n, C) to the subalgebra 
generated by Zi and the pj(s) via the inverse of the isomorphism coming 
from (4.15). 
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